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1. Introduction 
An important ool for studying Riemannian manifolds with lower curvature bound is Topono- 
gov's  triangle comparison theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let M n be a complete Riemannian manifold with K >1 k. Suppose that/x = 
(Yo, )/1, )'2) is a triangle in M n, where )'1 and Y2 are minimizing eodesics from Pl resp. P2 to 
Po, )'o is a geodesic from P l to P2, and I)'ol ~< IYll + I)'21. l f  k > O, let in addition I)'ol <~ ~r/x/k. 
Then there is a comparison triangle 7x in M~ (the space of constant curvature k) with edges of 
the same length, i.e., IYi] = ]yi[ for i = 0, 1, 2 and, moreover, the following holds: 
(i) <~(ffi) <~ <~(pi) for i E {1, 2} (angle comparison); 
(ii) d i s t (~,  )7o(t)) ~< dist(po_Yo(t)) for t E (0, lYol) (distance comparison). 
If equality holds in (i) or in (ii), A can be totally geodesically embedded into M n and is isometric 
toA.  
The fol lowing hinge version is equivalent to the angle comparison of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2. Let ()'o, Y1, t~l) be a hinge in M n (i.e., <(~)o(0), ~)1 (0)) :Ot l ) ,  where Yl is min- 
imizing, l f  k > O, let in addition ly01 <~ Jr/4~-. Then any comparison hinge (Yo, )'~, or1) in M~ 
satisfies 
dist (~  (IF11), ~(I)'01)) >~ dist (y~ (1)'1 D, Y0(I)'01)). 
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A proof for both theorems can be found in [2]. These theorems have been generalised by 
Abresch [1 ] and Elerath [4]. Both authors consider surfaces of revolution as model spaces, which 
correspond to a lower curvature bound for M n that depends only on the distance to a fixed point 
and is controlled by a continuous function k : [0, cx~) ~ IR. U. Abresch investigates surfaces 
of nonpositive curvature, while D. Elerath considers urfaces of positive curvature, which are 
embedded in IR 3. In this paper we provide a unified approach to the preceding theorems. The 
crucial point is to find an appropriate set of surfaces of revolution that are admissible as model 
space. Actually, our theorem even holds for model spaces with a singular point. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the relevant model spaces. They 
have to obey condition (E), which means that he cut locus of any point is contained in the opposite 
meridian. Thereafter we are able to present all results of the paper. The purpose of Section 3 is to 
study the properties of geodesics and triangles in the model space. We prove the uniqueness of the 
comparison triangle and we observe that condition (E) is necessary. Therefore our class of model 
spaces is as large as possible. In Section 4 we prove the theorem with estimates for the second 
fundamental tensor of distance spheres, while the proofs of all theorems mentioned above use the 
Rauch Comparison Theorems. The new method was suggested by Gromov first and was worked 
out by Karcher [7] and Meyer [9] to prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 5 we handle the equality 
case. So far, this has only been done for the constant curvature case. We obtain a ruled surface 
consisting of minimizing eodesics, which join one vertex and the opposite gde of the triangle 
in the manifold. The interior of this surface is totally geodesically embedded and isometric to the 
interior of the triangle in the model space. The construction of the surface is done by an iterative 
process, for which the function k has to be locally Lipschitz continuous. Looking at two examples 
in the lens space L (4, 1) we discuss the properties of the ruled surface. 
1.1. Notation 
M n will denote acomplete Riemannian manifold with metric (., .) of class C 2 and Levi-Civita 
connection V. B~ (p) will denote the ball of radius 8 around p and C(p) the cut locus of p. Tfl M 
denotes the unit sphere and Cp the cut locus in Tt, M. RN is the tensor R(.,  N)N, where R is 
the curvature tensor of V and N is a vector field. We write Icl for the length of the curve c and 
c-  for the curve with the opposite direction. If X is a vector field along the curve t ~-~ c(t), let 
X' := V,V,~tX. We call X normal, if (X, k) vanishes. Sometimes we shall let the same symbol 
denote both a curve and its image. All geodesics will be assumed to be normal. A triangle is a 
triple of geodesics with the same start and endpoints. If the joining geodesics are unique, we call 
also a triple of points a triangle. 
2. Model spaces and Toponogov's theorem 
2.1. Definition of the model space 
Each continuous function k : [0, c~) ~ II~ determines a simply connected surface of revolution 
M(k) with curvature 
K = k o dist,0 , (1) 
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where ~'~ denotes the pole of M(k). In polar coordinates (r, ~0) the metric is given by 
g = dr 2 + (y o r) 2 d~o 2, 
where y is the solution of the one-dimensional J cobi field equation 
y" -t- ky = O, y(O) = O, y'(O) = 1. 
We can extend g to a C2-tensor field for II~ 2. In order to get a metric, we restrict g to the ball 
M(k) := BL(p'o), where L is the first positive zero of y. If L = 00, this is already our model 
space M (k), a complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold diffeomorphic to IR 2. We call 
the rays starting in ~'~ meridians. Using polar coordinates we write qJ • (0, L) x [0, 2zr) -~ M(k) 
and/z~ = qJ(., or). If p = qJ(t, or) ~ p"~, we set/Zp :=/z~ and ~ :=/zu+~. 
2.2. The complete length space M (k) 
If L < oo, then M(k) is the metric completion of M(k). In this case M(k) is homeomorphic 
to the sphere S 2 and possibly has one singular point, the cut locus of the pole. The metric of M(k) 
extends continuously to an inner metric on M(k). Summarizing we have 
Proposition 2.1 (Basic Properties of the Model Space). (M(k), g) is a simply connected Rie- 
mannian manifold obeying (1). The group of isometries fixing Po equals 0(2). The subgroup of 
rotations induces a Killing vector field, which we call V. M (k ) is a complete, simply connected 
length space with inner metric. The diameter of M (k) equals L. 
There exist minimizing curves between any pair of points, even if M(k) is not a Riemannian 
manifold [6, Th6or~me 1.10]. 
2.3. Condition (E) 
For the model spaces used in [4] the function y is strictly increasing, while the function k is 
positive and decreasing. These properties imply that the cut locus of any point p is contained in 
the opposite meridian ~.  This condition, which we call condition (E), also holds in the spaces 
of constant curvature and in the model spaces used in [ 1 ]. 
In order to extend this condition to model spaces with L < oo, let H be given by H(p, q) := 
2L - r(p) - r(q) - dist(p, q) for p, q ~ M(k). H is nonnegative and the strong inequality 
H(p, q) > 0 holds, if and only if all minimizing geodesics between p and q are smooth and 
contained in M (k). 
Definition. A model space M(k) obeys condition (E), if between any points p and q in M(k) \ 
{~'~} with H(p, q) > 0 and q ~ ~ there is only one minimizing geodesic and this geodesic has 
no conjugate point. 
If L = cx~, we have H ------ (x~ and condition (E), as before, means that the cut locus of any point 
is contained in the opposite meridian. In fact condition (E) is too strong. It is sufficient to require 
that the conjugate locus is contained in the opposite meridian. This implies condition (E) (cf. [8]). 
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2.4. Toponogov's theorem for the model space M (k ) 
Let D be the map D(ll, 12) = dist(/zo(ll),/z~r (12)), 11, 12 ~ [0, L). If A = (Yo, YI, Y2) is a 
triangle, we write li for the lengths of the edges and use the notations illustrated by Figure 1. 
P2 
72 
o 
p,, < 
e, 
71 
Figure 1. 
Theorem 2.2 (Toponogov's Triangle Comparison Theorem). Let M n be a complete Riemannian 
manifold with 
K(trt,) /> k o distpo(p ) (2) 
for all planes crp C TpM n, where k is a continuous function. Suppose the model space M (k ) obeys 
condition (E) and Po denotes its pole. Let A be a triangle, where )11 and Y2 are minimizing and 
(U) lo < D(ll, 12) 
holds. Then there is a triangle ~x = (p-~, Pl, P2) in M (k ) with l i = li. This comparison triangle 
is unique up to isometry and the following holds: 
(i) ~i ~ Oli for i E { 1, 2} (angle comparison), 
(ii) dist(~'~, ~(t) )  ~< dist(po, yo(t)) for t E (0, 10) (distance comparison). 
Remarks 2.3. (a) Any triangle & = (p-~, Pl, P~) in M(k) with edges of the same length as A is 
called a comparison triangle. 
(b) Inequality (U) implies the strong triangle inequality l0 < ll + 12 and thus U < 2L = 
2 • diam(M(k)), where U is the circumference of the triangle A. For the classical theorem only 
the weak triangle inequality is required and U <~ 2L is proved in [9]. But if U = 2L, the 
comparison triangle is not necessarily unique. 
(c) If the comparison triangle is not unique, the angle comparison fails: We can apply Theorem 
2.2 to noncongruent comparison triangles and exchange their roles. 
(d) In Proposition 3.9 we shall construct noncongruent triangles with edges of the same length 
in model spaces that do not obey condition (E). 
(d) If Yo is minimal too, the angle comparison holds for Oto as well. A proof for this can be 
found in [8]. 
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Corol lary 2.4 (Hinge Version). Suppose the complete Riemannian manifold M n obeys inequality 
(2) and condition (E) holds for the model space M(k). Let (Yo, )'1, or1) be a hinge in M n, where 
)'l is minimizing and Y1 (ll) = Po. We set 12 := distpo(Yo(lo)). Suppose 
(i) lo < L - Ii, 
(ii) lo < D(ll, 12) (inequality (U)), 
(iii) lo < conj(/z0(ll)). Then any comparison hinge ( Yo, YI , cq ) in M ( k ) satisfies 
dist(p'o, )7o(lo)) ~> dist(po, yo(lo)). 
Remarks 2.5. (a) We call ()71,)70, oq) a comparison hinge, if I~1 = li for i = 0, 1 and if ~ (ll) 
is the pole of M(k). A comparison hinge is unique up to isometry. 
(b) If k is nonpositive, then (i), (iii) and the weak inequality in (ii) hold for any hinge. 
(c) At the end of this section, in Remark 2.9b, we will observe that it is possible to omit 
condition (E) and to relax inequality (U) to lo ~< ll + 12. 
Theorem 2.6 (Rigidity). 
if/ = cti for one i 6 { 1, 2} or 
dist(~"~, ~( t ) )  = dist(po, )'o(t)) 
Then 
Suppose quality holds under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, i.e., 
(3) 
for one t 6 (0, lo). (4) 
dist~o o~ ~ distpo oyo. (5) 
If, in addition, k is locally Lipschitz continuous or decreasing on (0, L), there is a ruled surface 
consisting of minimizing eodesics joining Po and )'o with the following property: The interior is 
totally geodesically embedded and isometric to the interior of the triangle in the model space. If 
or1 = al, the surface can be constructed containing Vl. For I(, the curvature of the surface, the 
following holds: 
/C = k o distpo. (6) 
Remarks 2.7. (a) If equality holds in the hinge version (Corollary 2.4), the claims of Theorem 
2.6 are true for any triangle (Y0, Yl, Y2), where )'2 is minimizing. 
(b) In Section 5.3 we shall construct wo triangles in the lens space L(4, 1) to observe that 
the results of Theorem 2.6 are optimal. In the first example the ruled surface is unique, but we 
have the strong inequality in the angle comparison for both angles. This shows that equation (5) 
does not imply equation (3). In additon, none of the geodesics YI and Y2 is contained in the ruled 
surface. In the second example the geodesic )'o is not injective. Therefore only the interior of the 
triangle is embedded. Moreover, equality holds for both angles and there is a ruled surface that 
contains neither )'1 nor )2. 
2.5. Additional versions of Toponogov's theorem 
First we deduce the well-known versions from Theorem 2.2: 
(1) We can relax inequality (U) in Theorem 2.2 to the weak inequality 
(U') lo <~ D(ll, 12), 
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if D(ll, lz) = ll + 12 and if the comparison triangle is still unique in the case lo = D(ll, 12). 
Then the comparison triangle is simply a geodesic and the distance comparison follows from the 
triangle inequality. 
(2) If k is nonpositive, the conditions under (1) are satisfied and hence Theorem 2.2 and 
Corollary 2.4 hold with inequality (U) replaced by inequality (U'). Thus we have proved 
[ 1, Theorem 3.2]. In particular the classical theorem for nonpositive curvature follows. 
(3) The classical theorem for positive curvature follows from Theorem 2.2 as well: ff U < 
2zr/v/k, the conditions under 1) are satisfied and the general case can be shown using a limiting 
argument. 
(4) The comparison theorems in [4] follow, if we require the uniqueness of the comparison 
triangle. 
Now we state a comparison theorem dealing with thin triangles, for which the model space 
does not have to obey condition (E). 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose, in the context of Theorem 2.2, the foUowing holds: 
(i) l0 < L - 11, 
(ii) lo <~ 11 d- 12 instead of inequality (U), 
(iii) lo < con j ( / zo ( l l ) ) .  Then the claims of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 are true, even if M (k) 
does not obey condition (E). 
Remarks 2.9. (a) This result was already obtained in [3] by Eschenburg. He uses a slightly 
different proof, which is not so useful for the equality discussion. 
(b) Under the assumptions of this theorem the length of ~ depends monotonically on o71. 
Therefore the corresponding hinge version holds as well. Hence Corollary 2.4 remains valid, if 
we omit condition (E) and relax inequality (U) to lo ~< l l  + 12. 
3. Properties of the model space 
3.1. Geodesics in M(k) 
Let T := grad dist~o and V = xP,(0/0~0)be the Killing vector field induced by the rotations 
around the pole. For the Levi-Civita connection of M(k) we obtain 
VrV=VvT=(~or )V  and VvV- - - - ( -y 'yor )T .  (7) VTT = 0, 
If t ~-~ y(t) is a geodesic in M(k) \ {~'~}, we write r = distFo oy and tp = ~o o y. The tangent 
vector of y is given by y = f(T o y) + ~b(V o y). Y is a normal geodesic, if and only if the 
functions r and ~o satisfy 1 = f2 + (y o r)2~b 2 and 
~:=(o2(yy'or) ,  ~ +2~bf (~ or )  = 0. (8) 
The last equation implies the following theorem, where we write (-, -} instead of g(., .). 
Theorem 3.1 (Clairaut's Theorem). The angular momentum {y, V o y} of any geodesic g is 
constant: (~/, V o y) = (y o r)Z~b =: C 1. 
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Furthermore, we obtain the Law of Sines in the model space M(k): 
(y o r)2(1 - -  f2 )  ~_ (y o r )a~b 2 ~-  C 2. (9) 
Proposition 3.2 (Characterization f Minimizing Geodesics in M (k)). The geodesic ), : [0, l] --+ 
M (k) is minimizing, if and only if the following holds 
(i) He(t ) := H(y(0) ,  y(t))  > OforO <. t < l, 
(ii) Yl[0,t] is the only minimizing eodesic from y(O) to y(t)  for 0 <. t < l, 
(iii) y has no conjugate point in [0, l). 
Proof. Hv(t ) > 0 implies that every minimizing eodesic from y(0) to y(t)  is contained in 
M(k) and smooth. Now the proposition can be proved in the same way as [2, Lemma 5.2]. 
Corollary 3.3. Let M(k) obey condition (E) and )/ be a geodesic in M(k) with H r > O. lf  y is 
not a meridian, then y is minimizing exactly as long as it does not meet he opposite meridian 
I~, ( o ). 
3.2. Comparison triangles in M (k ) 
Proposition 3.4. Let the comparison triangle 7x satisfy inequality (U) and the model space 
condition (E). Then Yo is minimizing and contained in M (k ). 
Proof. Inequality (U) implies A C M(k) and H7o > 0. Suppose ~ is not a meridian and 
q = ~( t )  is the first point of Yo on/zTo(o ). Let l := dist(~"~, q). The triangle inequality implies 
D(ll, 12) ~< t + 112 - II and 112 - l[ <~ (lo - t). This contradicts inequality (U) and hence Yo does 
not meet ~ .  Now the claim follows from Corollary 3.3. 
Proposition 3.5. Let ~ = /zo(ll) and p2(ot) = /z~(12), 11,12 ~ (0, L). Then the map F • 
[0, rr] ~ I~, ~ ~ dist(p2(ot), ~)  is increasing with range Jill - 121, D(ll, 12)]. 
Proof. d := 2L - Ii -- 12 is an upper bound for F. We define the open set A := {ct 
[0, Jr] I F(ot) < d}. F is strictly increasing on any interval contained in A. Hence the proof 
is finished, if A = [0, Jr]. Otherwise let am := inf([0, Jr] \ A). F is strictly increasing on [0, c~m) 
and we conclude Fl[am,rrl - d, again finishing the proof. 
In order to show that F is strictly increasing on the interval J C A, we define, for every t~o 
in the interior of J,  a differentiable support function F for F with F >~ F,/~(Oto) = F(oto) 
and /~'(Oto) > 0: Let y be a minimizing geodesic from ~ to pz(oto). F(t~o) < d implies 
H(~,  p2(oto)) > 0. Thus y is contained in M(k). We define F(ot) := 17 + distq(P2(O~)), 
where q = y (r/) is an inner point of y. The first variation formula yields F'(o~o) = (V o y, y)I×1" 
This is the angular momentum of y and is positive, since y is not a meridian. 
Remarks 3.6. (a) H(Izo(lt),/z~(12)) > 0 holds forot E [0, otto). 
(b) Flt~m,~l is identically D(ll, 12). 
(c) If (otto, Jr] is not the empty set, then F -- 2L - 11 - 12 on this interval. In particular 
D(II, 12) = 2L - Ii -- 12 and H(Izo(ll),/za(12)) = 0 forot ~ [C~m, rr]. 
Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.4 yield the first claim of Theorem 2.2: 
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Proposition 3.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 there exists a comparison triangle in 
M (k ). This comparison triangle is unique up to isometry. 
3.3. Monotonicity properties for the angle at the vertex 
Let y= be the geodesic that starts in ~ =/z0( l l ) ,  11 > 0 with <( -T (~) ,  ~'~(0)) = ~ and 
positive angular momentum. We investigate the function G(ot) := dist(~,  y~(lo)). The vector 
field (O/Oa)y~(t) along the geodesic y~l, 0 < as < rr is a Jacobi field J = zX, where X is a 
parallel, normal vector field. We compute 
G'(Otl) : z(lo) (X (1o), T (yu~ (10)))- (10) 
G' vanishes, if and only if lo is a conjugate point of y~t, since ya~ is not a meridian. This proves 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.8. Let lo < conj(/z0(l l ))and 0 < lo < L -  ll. Then the function G(ot) = 
dist(~o, ya (1o)) is strictly increasing on [0, Jr]. 
Proposition 3.9. Suppose M (k ) does not obey condition (E). Then there are two noncongruent 
triangles with edges of the same length satisfying inequality (U) and hence Theorem 2.2fails. 
Proof. There are points Pl = /xo(ll) and q = /z~o(12) with Ii, 12 > 0, Oto 6 (0, Jr) and 
H(pl ,  q) > 0, such that 
1) there are two different minimizing geodesics from p to q, or 
2) q is a conjugate point of a minimizing geodesic y from Pl to q. 
The proof is finished in the first case. In the second case let l := [y]. Proposition 3.5 implies 
[Is - lzl < l < D(ll, •2). There is a nontrivial Jacobi field J = zX with zeros in 0 and l, where 
X is again a parallel, normal vector field along y. The function (X, T o y) has no zero, since 
y is not a meridian. We can assume that J is the vector field (O/aot)y~(t) along the geodesic 
y = ya'. Let e > 0 be sufficiently small. Then z is monotonous on [l - e, 1 + ~] and 
l -t-e < D(11,12i), where I~2 :=dist~o(Y(14,e)). (11) 
We can also assume dist~o(y°(l 4- e)) < 12 i ,  since dist~0(y°(l)) = I l l  - l[ < 12. Now we look at 
the functions G±(t~) := dist~o oy~(l 4- e). We know G+(0) < G±(t~l) and formula (10) yields 
(G±)'(oq) = z(l 4. e)(X, T o Y)It+E" Therefore one of the functions G*, * ~ {+, -}  is strictly 
decreasing in ctt. Thus there is ~ ~ (0, oq) with G*(~)  ----- G*(cq) = 1~. Hence we have found 
two noncongruent triangles, which satisfy inequality (U) by inequality (11). 
4. Proof of Toponogov's triangle comparison theorem 
4.1. Deformation of the comparison triangle 
We construct a family A t, t ~ [0, 1], where A = A s. This deformation has the following 
properties: 
I.l~ < l i fo r t  < 1, i=1 ,2 ;  y~ C/Zo. 
II. y~ is the union of two geodesics Y~I and }'~2 and for the lengths of these geodesics we have 
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l~l + 1~2 = 1~ ~ lo. 
III. The deformation is continuous, i.e., the function (t, s) ~ f t ( s )  
continuous. 
IV. fo  < f := distpo oyo (i.e., the distance comparison holds for A°). 
:= dist~o y~(s) is 
pl 
2 
P/ 
Figure 2. 
In the first part of the deformation we shorten ~ and ~ by defining p~ := lZo(tlO. We choose 
tl > 0 such that D(tl l ,  tl2) > lo for t ~ [tl, 1]. According to Proposition 3.5 for any t ~ [q, 1] 
there is a unique ot~ 6 [0, rr) with dist(p],/z~(tl2)) = lo. By condition (E) the minimizing 
geodesic yd from p] to p~ :=/za~(tl2) is unique and contained in M(k). I]I (continuity) holds, 
since ot~ and y~ are unique. 
In the second part of the deformation, which is shown in Figure 2, the geodesic y(J is fixed and 
we set t~ := tCtto ~/h, pt2 :=/z=~(lgt~)-The function Ft(s) := (distp~ + distp0(y ~' (s)) is strictly 
increasing. Hence there is a unique st with F t (s t) = lo. Let Ydl be the meridian from pti~ to F~l (s t) 
and )/~ be the unique minimizing eodesic from y~ (s t) to p~. Then HI holds again by uniqueness 
and IV follows from I by an application of the triangle inequality. 
Let to := sup{t ~ [0, I] I f t  << f}.  This number is positive by IV and by III ft0 ~< f .  If 
to = 1, this is the distance comparison and the proof is finished. Let us hence assume to < 1 
in the following. In this case there is So ~ (0, lo) with f~(so) = f(so) and thus the function 
h := f - fro vanishes in its inner minimium So. ygo (so) is an inner point of the geodesic yg~ and 
therefore we will assume that yg0 is smooth. 
4.2. The strong curvature inequality 
In this section we assume K(trp) ~> k o distm(p) + e, where e is a positive constant. Let 
F be a minimizing geodesic from Po to p := yo(So) and ~ be the corresponding geodesic in 
the model space. Inequality (U) implies l := f°(So) = f(so) ~ (0, L). Since f is possibly 
nonsmooth, we define differentiable, upper support functions fc,) := F~n) o Y0, where F ~) := 
distv~n) +r/. Therefore we need the solutions yn of the modified Jacobi field equations (yn). + 
ky ~ = O, y"(o) = O, (y")'(r/) = 1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S ~ be the second fundamental tensor of the distance spheres around F ( rl) with 
respect o the normal field N = grad dist×cn), r/E (0, 1/4]. Then there is a positive 8 independent 
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of rl, such that 
ri o ~ ( l )  - -  
holds for the eigenvalues rl0, . . . , rn_10 of S~. 
Proof. Let I, l 'be the index forms of the geodesics Y l[,,tl resp. Y Itn,tl and J be a Jacobi field along 
Y [[0,n with J 07) = 0 such that J (l) is a normal eigenvector to the eigenvalue r/n. Then S o J = J ' .  
The corresponding Jacobi field in the model space is given by )'(t) = yO (t) V (~(t))/(ff  o(l)y (t)). 
Let X, X be parallel vector fields along y resp. ~ with X(l)  = J(l), X( l)  = J( l)  and t : 
TT(o)M(k ) --~ T×(o)M" be an isometric map with t.~07) = X(r/), t~(rl) = )~(r/). As in [5, 
Chapter 6.1] we define the map (l)(a~ + b.g) := ay + bX. Now we compute 
l ' ( J ,  J~) -- I (~Y ,  *Y)  = (R(*Y,  ~>)p, *Y)l, - <R(Z, ?)?, Y>l, dt 
I' = [I JT(t)l l2[K(*f, ~')lt - k(t)]dt  
>lef£'21lY(t) l l2dt=eft /%(YO(t)~ 2 \ y'~( l) J d t .
The last term can be estimated from below by a constant & > 0 independent of 17, since (r 1, t) 
y0 (t) is continuous and positive. We compute 
ri o = (Jr, J)ll = l ( J ,  J) 
< l(cbJ,  dpJ) <~ I ( J ,  J) -- ~ = <J', J)lt -- 8 = - -  
where we used the fact that Jacobi fields minimize the index form. 
(y,1), 
( l )  - -  8 ,  yO 
r~, o . . . .  rn_ 1 are the eigenvalues of the restriction of Hess(distr(o/) p to N(p)  ±, while N(p)  
is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue zero. In order to assimilate the eigenvalues, we introduce the 
strictly increasing function Y(t) := fd y(r) dr, t ~ [0, L). Then 
Hess(Y o F(n))(v) = (y o F (°)) Hess(F(°))(v) + (y' o F(°))(N, v)N. 
From this formula we conclude that y'(l) is the eigenvalue of Hess(Y o F(n))e to the eigenvector 
N(p).  Using Lemma 4.1 the other eigenvalues ),7 can be estimated: 
~.~ = y(l)ri ° < y'(l), 
provided r/is small enough. Since f(~) is an upper support function for f ,  the function h (0) := Y o 
f(~) _ y o fro has a minimum in So too. But (Y o f(0))"(so) = (Hess(Y o F(~))p~)o(So) , ~)o(So)) < 
y'(l), since ~)o(so) and N(p)  are linearly independent, and (Y o fto)"(So) = y'(l) by formula (7). 
Therefore h (°) cannot have a minimum in So and our assumption to < 1 was wrong. 
4.3. The general curvature inequality 
Let k~(t) := k(t) - e and y~ be the solution of the corresponding Jacobi equation 
y~' + kEy~ = O, y~(O) = O, y'~(O) = 1. 
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Now we apply the results of the previous section in the model spaces M(k,).  According to 
Lemma 4.1 we obtain 17 = 0(e) ~ (0, l/4] such that r/~ < y'(1)/y~(l), y'(1) is the eigenvalue of 
Hess(Y o F("})p to the eigenvector N(p)  and the other eigenvalues are given by 
I 
)'7 = y(l)r~ < y(l) Y* (l). 
Y~ 
The right hand side converges to y'(l), if e --+ 0. Hence for any ~ > 0 we can choose e > 0 and 
then 0 = 0(e) ~ (0, l/4] such that Hess(Y o F{n})e <~ y'(l) + ~. More generally, let s ~ (0, lo) 
and y be a minimizing geodesic from P0 to yo(s). Then for any ~ > 0 there is r/ > 0 such that 
Hess(Y o F{n))vo{s} ~< y ' ( f (s ) )  + ~. The function f{n) := F (n) o Yo is an upper support function 
for f in s with 
(Y o f{°})"(s) <~ y ' ( f (s ) )  + ~. (12) 
Let R 6 (0, L) with A C BR(po). Next we apply a maximum principle similar to [10, page 6]. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose g • [0, R] --+ IR has a continuous derivative. Then also the following 
function is (uniformly) continuous. 
g( t ) -g (u)  
G(t, u) := t - u 
g'(u) for t # u 
0 for t -----u, 
t ,u  ~ [0, R]. 
Let C := 1 + max,~to.n I Ik(t)l, m := min.~to,101 y o fro(s). Applying Lemma 4.2 to the functions 
y' and Y, we obtain e > 0 such that 
y'(t - y'(u) "(u) < - -  y(u) < 
- y , 
u 2 t u 2C 
hold for t, u ~ [0, R] with 0 < It - ul < e. Therefore 
y ' ( t ) -y ' (u )<<. (y" (u )+ 2) ( t -u  ) and (13) 
(m ) 
Y(u) -  Y(t) <~ ~-  y(u) ( t -u )  (14) 
hold for t, u ~ [0, R] with 0 <~ t - u < e. h = f - fro is nonnegative and satisfies h(lo) > O, 
h(so) = 0. Without loss of generality we can assume h(s) > 0 for s ~ (so, lo]. Now we choose a 
positive 8 such that 
I f ( s )  - ft°(s)l < e fors  e I :=  [Sl,S2] := [S0-- 3, 80"~3] C (0,/o). 
/~ := Y o f -- Y o fro is positive in s2. Let z(s) := 1 - e c(s-s°) and p > 0 be small. Then 
g :=/~ + pz is positive in s2 as well. Since g(so) = 0 and g(sn) > 0, the minimum ofg l t  is 
nonpositive and occurs at a point g 6 (s~, s2). Let f{n) be an upper support function for f in g 
such that formula (12) holds for ~ := p/2.  Then the function g("} := Y o f(") - Y o fro + pz has a 
local minimum in g with g{"}(~) ~< 0 too. With t = f (g )  and u = fro(g) we have 0 ~< t -- u < e. 
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Using inequality (13) and inequality (14) we compute for the function h (~) = Y o f(n) _ y o fro: 
1 h(~)"(~) - Chn(~) <~ y'(t)  + ~p - y'(u) + C(Y(u)  - Y( t ) )  
<<. y" (u )+ ( t -u )+C m _y(u)  ( t -u )+sp  
1 1 <<. [ -k (u )y (u)  + m - (1 - k(u))y(u) ] ( t  - u) + ~p <<. ~p. 
Taking into account hat z" - Cz ~< -1  we obtain 
1 g(n)" (g) _ Cg(n)(g) << 5p + p .  ( -1 )  < 0. 
Thus g~n)"(g) is negative, which is a contradiction. Hence we have finished the proof for the 
distance comparison of Theorem 2.2. Now the proof of the angle comparison is simply an appli- 
cation of the first variation formula, if we use again an upper support function for f .  The hinge 
version (Corollary 2.4) follows, since, under its assumptions, I~1 depends monotonically on 07! 
by Lemma 3.8. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 2.8 
We lower the angle 071 and define the family A t by F~ := F t~ I[o,/0]. Then the function (t, s) 
f t  (S) = dist,0 o Fd (s) is C t -differentiable and satisfies 
I. ( f t) ' (O) < (ftt) '(0) fort  < q, 
II. ft(O) = l l  for t  ~ [0, 1], 
IH. f t ( lo)  < f l ( /o)  fort  < 1, 
IV. f °  <. f .  
Once more we choose the triangle A t° by setting to := sup{t e [0, 1] I f t  ~ f} and to 
prove the distance comparison, we have to show that the assumption to < 1 is wrong, which 
is done in the following. We conclude h = f - fro > 0 on (0, 10], since, according to the 
previous section, this function cannot have an inner minimum of nonpositive value. Now we 
choose ~ in the same way as in the previous section and s2 > 0 such that hl~o,s2l < e. We set 
z(s) = 1 - e cs. If p > 0 is small enough such that g := /~ + pz := Y o f - Y o fro + pz 
is positive in s2, we conclude, as in the previous section, glto, s2] ~> 0. Let t! ¢ (to, 1] such that 
(Y o f t ) ' (O) < (Y o fro _ pz)'(0) -- ½PC holds fort ¢ [to, ta]. Since i f ( s )  is Cl-differentiable, 
we find an intervall J = [0, sl], 0 < sl <~ s2 with Y o f t l~ <<. (Y o fro _ pz) l J  fort  e [to, tl]. 
Therefore, using the fact that g is nonnegative on J ,  we conclude f t l j  <<. f lJ for t ~ [to, tt ]. 
Eventually we find t2 ¢ (to, fi ] with ft2 ~< f ,  which contradicts the choice of to. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.6 (Rigidity) 
In this section we do not use condition (E) and hence we prove also the claim of Theorems 2.8 
concerning the rigidity. 
First of all we show that equation (3) or equation (4) implies equation (5), which can also be 
written as f ------ 3 7 :-~ dist,0 o~.  Let us first assume quation (3) holds, e.g., oq = o71. Suppose 
Sl := sup{s I ( f  - f)[[o,.~l ---- 0} < lo. Let F3 be a minimizing geodesic from FO(Sl) to Po and 
fl~ := <~(F3(0), -Fo(Sl)),/~2 := ,~(y3(0), ~'o(Sl)). If sl > 0, we have two triangles satisfying 
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the distance comparison. Therefore the angle comparison ~ ~< /3i holds as well. We conclude 
fi2 =~2,  which is, by assumption, also true, if st = 0. Now we choose 3 ~ (0, lo - sl) such that 
1) f ( s l  + 3) < f ( s l  + 3). 
2) 3 <~ f (s l )  + f (s i  + 3). 
3) Lemma 3.8 is valid, if we replace lo by 3 and 11 by f (sO.  
Then the function G (fl) = dist~ (ya (8)) is strictly increasing, where y~ is the geodesic starting in 
~7o (sl) and making the angle fl with the meridian. According to Theorem 2.8 the angle comparison 
holds for the triangle A 1 = (Y0~[s,,sl+6l, }/3, ) / ) ,  if y is any minimizing geodesic from yo(Sl + 3) 
to Po. Therefore f12 <~ /32 =/32, where if2 denotes the angle in the comparison triangle for A 1 
corresponding to/32. On the other hand 1) and the fact that G is monotonous imply ~2 > /~2. 
Hence sl = lo, which means f -- f .  
Now suppose quation (4) holds. Then, once more, we have two triangles atisfying the angle 
comparison and, as above, we conclude f -- 37, since equality holds in the angle comparison for 
these two triangles. 
Remarks 5.1. (a) An example in Section 5.3 shows that equation (5) does not imply equation (3). 
(b) Any minimizing geodesic from y0((0, Io)) to P0 makes the same angles with Yo as the 
corresponding geodesic in the model space with ~.  
(c) In the following we will assume that the angles/3i discussed above are contained in (0, Jr), 
since otherwise, it does not make sense to construct a ruled surface. 
Proposition 5.2. Suppose f =- f and let y • [0, 1] --+ M be a minimizing eodesic from Po 
to p = yo(s), s E (0, lo). Let or be the plane spanned by ~/(l) and ~'o(S). Then K(Ptor) = 
k(t) for t E [0, l], where Pt is the parallel transport along y from TpM to Tv(t)M. 
Proof. Once more we use the upper support functions f ( ' )  = F (n) o Fo, 17 > 0. The function 
Y o f ( ' )  - Y o 37 has a minimum in s and hence 
o <~ (Y  o f ( ' )  - Y o f ) " ( s )  = (Hess(Y o F('))p#o(S), #o(S)) - y ' ( l ) .  (15) 
Let v be a normal vector in or orthogonal to ])(l). Then we can write ~)o(S) = av + b])(l), 
where a :/: 0. We extend v to the parallel vector field X and have to show (R(X,  #)#,  X)lt = 
k(t) fort e (0, l). Suppose this equation isnot true. Then wecan assume K(X,  ~,) >1 k+e,  e > 0 
on an interval [h, t2] with 0 < h < t2 < I. If r/is small enough (e.g. 17 <~ tl/2), we obtain, 
as in Lemma 4.1, a constant S independent of ~7 such that I'(J', J~) - I (~)  ~, ~ J )  >~ 3 > 0. 
This implies (Sgv, v) <<, (yn)'(l)/y~(l) - 3 and we compute (Hess(Y o f(n))v~'o(S), ~)o(s)) = 
aEy(l)(S~pv, v) + b2y'(l) <~ -aEy(l)3 + [aEy(l)(y~)'(l)/yn(l) + bEy'Q)]. The right hand side 
is less than y'(/), provided 0 is small. Hence this formula is a contradiction to inequality (15). 
Remarks 5.3. (a) By inequality (2) R~,(t)li,,)± >1 k(t). Hence RvX = k • X and J(t)  = 
y(t ) /y( l )  • X(t)  is a Jacobi field along y with J(0) = 0 and J( l)  = v. Therefore, if we can 
construct a ruled surface consisting of minimizing geodesics, the corresponding Jacobi fields do 
not rotate. 
(b) If there is a totally geodesically embedded ruled surface, Proposition 5.2 immediately leads 
to equation (6). 
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5.1. Construction of thin ruled surfaces 
Proposition 5.4. There is a number 8 > 0 such that the following holds: If y is a minimizing 
geodesic from yo(So) to Po and the angle between Yo and y equals the corresponding angle in 
the model space, then there is a ruled surface consisting of minimizing eodesics from Po to 
yo([So, min{so q- 8, lo}]). This surface can be constructed starting with y and its interior is totally 
geodesically embedded. 
The proof is divided into several parts (Section 5.1.1-5.1.3). 
5.1.1. Choosing constants 
I. R0 := min(dist~o ~)  E (0, L), 
II. R := [ L forL < 
I Rl +1 fo rL= 
IH. We assume 8 < 8! := min{¼(R 
e 1 :=  max(dist~o o~) ~ [Ro, L). 
OO, 
OO. 
- R IN )' ½Ro} and the following construction will be done 
in the compact balls B := BR~+28, (Po) and B :=  BR,+2h (PO). 
IV. K := min{min KIB, min KI~'}. 
V. ~. := max{max KIB, max KI~'}. 
VI. We assume that 8 is sufficiently small. Then 1/2 ~< csx(s) <<. cs~(s) ~< 2 for s ~ [0, 28], 
where cs~ is the generalized Cosine Function in M~. Suppose Y is a normal Jacobi field with 
Yr(0) = 0 along a geodesic ontained in B or B of length less than 28. Then 
~-IIY(0)II ~< IIYII ~< 211Y(0)II. (16) 2 
In particular this geodesic has neither focal nor conjugate points. 
VII. Since k(o.L) is locally Lipschitz continuous, there is a global Lipschitz constant A for 
k ltRo/2-2zl,Rl +2811, i.e., 
k(t d- t') <~ k(t) + t'A (17) 
for t >>. Ro/2 - 281, t' >~ 0 with t + t' ~< R~ + 28~. 
VIII. Let C :---- 48ARe 2, where e > 1 is an arbitrary constant and 
8 <~ <~ 16ARe2 
IX. Finally let 8 < inj [vo. 
The claim of Proposition 5.4 is true for any 8 satisfying HI, VI, VI~ and IX. In the following 
proof we can assume that the angle/9 between Yo and y equals the corresponding angle in the 
model space and 8 e (0, lo - so]. 
5.1.2. Construction of the surface by an iterative process 
Let Co(S) := Vo(So + s) and ct be the geodesic with ct(O) = y(t) and initial vector Ptco(0). In 
the model space let ~t denote the corresponding geodesic. The map V(s, t) := ~t (s) is of maximal 
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rank on [0, 28] x [0, I Y I) by VI and is injective on [0, 28] x {0}. We choose to ~ (0, IYI/2) such 
that V is an embedding on [0, 28] × [0, to] and ~o(~(28)) > ~o(~o(8)) for t ~ [0, to]. Then for 
(s, t) ~ [0, 8] × [0, to] there is a unique h(s, t) ~ [0, 28] with 
~o(~ (h(s, t))) = ~0(~o(s)). 
By uniqueness h is continuous and by the Implicit Function Theorem h is differentiable. Moreover, 
3h/Os is uniformly continuous and hence we can assume 
s/e <~ h(s, t) <~ e.  s, for (s, t) 6 Q := [0, 8] x [0, to], (18) 
provided to is small enough. For s ~ [0, 8] we set y((t) :=  ct(h(s, t)), t E [0, to]. 1/i s, the 
corresponding curve in the model space, is a length invariant reparametrization f the meridian, 
since V is injective. Let y~' be a minimizing eodesic from y((to) to Po and ~ be the corresponding 
meridian in the model space, cf, Figure 3. 
\s 
co(s) 
\ 
Figure 3. 
By VI the geodesics ct and c't have no conjugate points on [0, h(8, t)]. By III [ctltO,sl[ <~ 23 < 
L - distpo(Ct(0)) for s e [0, h(8, t)]. Hence the hinge version (corresponding to Theorem 2.8) 
holds for the hinges (ct[to,.~l, ~:ltt,bvtJ,/~), t e [0, to], s e [0, h(8, t)] and the function G : Q := 
{(s, t) I t ~ [0, to], 0 <~ s <~ h(8, t)} ---> [0, R], (s, t) v-> dist,0 o'er(s) -distpo oct(s) is 
nonnegative. In particular 
lY~'I ~< I×~ • (19) 
Let Jr(s) = (~9/i~t)ct(s). We can write Jr(s) = Yt(s) + cos/~ • dt(s), where yt is a normal 
Jacobi field along ct with (Yt)'(O) = 0 and II Yt(O)II = sin/~. We compute 
[ Oh" '  1 ;~:(t) = ~ ~ c~(h(s, 3))1, = l"(h(s, t)) + cos~ + -~ t) O,(h(s, t)). 
The corresponding formula holds for Y'~1 (t). Since R >/ IY~I >/ f~ Icos ¢i + Oh(s, t)/Ot[ dt, we 
obtain the following rough estimate for the length of y~' (using formula (16)): 
to Oh s t) dt <~ 3R. (20) fo t., ÷ Icos  + 
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We will use the following modification of Rauch's second comparison theorem. 
N 
Lemma 5.5. Let M, M be Riemannian manifolds with dim(M) ~< dim(M) and c, "~ geodesics 
in M resp. M each of them having no focal point in (0, b]. Suppose K'~(t) <<. Kc(t) -I- g(t) for all 
planes, where g is a continuous function. Let Y, Y be normal Jacobi fields along c resp. "( with 
IIY(0)ll = IIY(0)II > 0, Y'(0) = Y'(0) = 0. Then fo r t  ~ [0, b] 
fo t 1 fo ~ IIY(t)ll 2/> IIY(t)ll 2 -  21lY(t)ll 2 iiY(u)ll 2 g( r ) l l Y ( r ) l l2drdu"  
This lemma is proved similar to the classical theorem. A detailed proof can be found in [8]. 
Lelnma 5.6 (Iterative Improvement). Let G <~ e <~ R. Then 
AZ(s) := I~'~1 - I~;'1 ~< ~Cs 2 fo rs  E [0, 8], 
G(s , t )  <~ eCe2s 2 fo r (s , t )  E Q. 
Proof. Using inequality (17) we obtain 
K o "ct(s) -- k(dist~0 o'er(s)) <~ k(diste0 oct(s)) + A • G(s, t) <<. K o ct(s) + eA. 
Lemma 5.5 and inequality (16) yield 
i i~t(s)ll2/> iiYt(s)ll2 _ 211Yt(s)ll 2 .~ 1 eAi l~t(~:) l lZdrd u
IIY'(u)ll 2 
>/ IIYt(s)ll 2 -  16eAs211Yt(s)ll 2 for s E [0, h(&t)] .  
Therefore, by inequality (I 8), 
Ilyl(t)ll 2 >/(1 -- 16sAh(s, t) 2) IlYt(h(s, 0)112 + cos/~ + -~(s ,  t) 
>/(1 - 16eAe2s2)ll~(t)l l  2 for s ~ [0, 8], t ~ [0, to]. 
Using VIII we conclude 
II~'~(t)ll >/-,/1 - 16eAe2s211f/~'(t)ll >>. (1 - 16eAe2s2)llf,~(t)ll. (21) 
Combining this with inequality (20) we obtain the first claim of the lemma. A 
= I×~lto,tjI, For (s, t) ~ Q thereis g ~ [0, 8] withs h(g, t). Then G(s, t) ~ Ivllto,t~l - since 
equality holds in the distance comparison. Combining this with inequality (21) and inequality (18) 
we obtain G(s, t) <~ g Ily~(r)ll - I I~(r) l l  dr  <~ 16eAe2g2lY~ll[o,t][ <<. e fs  2 <~ eCe2s 2. [] 
Now we apply Lemma 5.6 iteratively. Beginning with e = R and using VIII we obtain 
x R for (~, t) E Q. Then we apply AL(s)  <<. R • Cs 2 fors E [0,~] and G(Y,t)  <<. R • Ce2s ~ <<. 
Lemma 5.6 with e = 1R ~< R and so on. The ruth step yields 
R R 
G(s , t )<~-~ for ( s , t )~C9 and AL(s)~<~-~ for s~[0 ,8] .  
Therefore G vanishes and I>'~ I <~ I~ 1. Hence, by inequality (19), y~ t_J y~ is a minimizing eodesic 
from yo(S + so) to Po. Thus Cto does not meet the cut locus of po and can be lifted by expe o to 
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TpoM n. Let ~ denotes this lift. Then we can define a ruled surface F : ~) := {(s, t) I 0 ~< s ~< 8, 
0<~t <~ f (s -4 -So)}~ M, 
k(h(s, to)) 1. 
(s, t) ~ expp 0 t It~(h(s, to))ll J 
This immersion is injective for t > 0 and thus an embedding: 
Suppose F(s, t) = F(s', t), t > 0 and, e.g., s < s'. Then f (s )  ~ f(s') ,  since ylot~,.,'l is 
injective by IX. Now F(s, .) is a minimizing eodesic from yo(s) to yo(s') different from Yo, 
which is a contradiction to IX. 
Remark 5.7. If k is decreasing, e.g. in the classical case or in [4], Rauch's second comparison 
theorem immediately yields G = AL = 0. In this case the iterative process is not necessary and 
k does not have to be locally Lipschitz continuous. 
5.1.3. The thin surfaces are totally geodesic 
We merely give an outline of the proof. The details can be found in [8]. W, the interior of the 
image of F, is given in normal coordinates. Since the regularity properties of normal coordinates 
are not optimal, a priori, we do not have a differentiable frame for the normal bundle. But we 
will show that the field of orthogonal projectors onto the normal bundle is differentiable. For 
any point in W one can construct a family of geodesics contained in W and transversal to the 
geodesics F(s, .). This family is constructed like the geodesics ct in the previous section. A 
standard computation shows that the field of projectors onto the tanget bundle along the map F 
is differentiable in the direction a/Ot. Since we have a transversal family of geodesics, the same 
computation shows that P is differentiable in a direction linearly independent to O/Ot too. Hence 
P is differentiable in a neighbourhood f p and so is the field Id -P  of normal projectors. Thus we 
obtain, locally, a differentiable frame for the normal bundle of W. In order to show that W is totally 
geodesic, it is sufficient to show that an arbitrary second fundamental form I for W vanishes. A
standard computation shows l (F , /7 )  = 0. J(s, .) is a normal Jacobi field along F(s, .), which 
does not rotate, cf. Remark 5.3a. Therefore, another computation yields l (F ,  J)  = 0. Since we 
have a transversal family of geodesics through any point p 6 W, we have l(v, v) ----- 0 for a vector 
v linearly independent to/~. Thus I vanishes in p, which completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. 
Remark 5.8. We only require that M n is C2-differentiable. If M n is even C3-differentiable, k 
is C l-differentiable and thus locally Lipschitz continuous. In this case one can differentiate the 
Jacobi equation of the map F to prove that the ruled surface is totally geodesic. 
5.2. Construction of the global surface 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 2.6, we have to show that the thin ruled surfaces fit 
together to a global ruled surface. Let F : Q := {(s, t) I 0 ~< s ~< 8, 0 ~< t ~< f(s)} --+ M be a 
^ ^ 
surface, constructed as above, from P0 to yo([0, 8]) and F : Q := {(s, t) 1 8/2 ~< s ~< 38/2, 0 ~< 
t ~< f(s)} --+ M be the surface, contructed starting with the geodesic ~ = F(8/2, .)-, from P0 
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to Yo([8/2, 38/2]). It is sufficient o show that these two surfaces fit together, i.e. 
F(s , . )  : F (s , . )  fors ~ [18,8] .  (22) 
Let to, the geodesics ct and the function h be defined as in Section 5.1.2 and let W be the interior 
of the image of F. For the ruled surface/~ we use the corresponding notations but for convenience 
we write c instead of ct~. According to Remark 5.3a the Jacobi field F.(O/Os)l(s/2,.) does not 
rotate, b(0) is obtained from ~)o(8/2) by parallel transport along ~. Therefore b(0) 6 TW.  
Now let b := /~(8/2, to) be the parameter of c corresponding to the parameter 8 of Yo and 
A := {s 6 [0, b] I c(s) ~ F(Q)}. This set is closed and nonempty. Suppose [0, s] C A and 
s =/~(g - 8/2, to) < b. Then g < 8 and hence b(s) ~ TW.  Since W is totally geodesic, we have 
[0, s + e] C A for some positive e. Therefore A = [0, b] and equation (22) follows from 
Lemma 5.9. Let ~ E [8/2, 8] and s be the parameter of c corresponding to 8, i.e., s = [~(g - 
8/2, to). If  s E A, then F(~, t) = [z(~, t) forO <<. t <. f (~). 
Proof. By assumption c(s) ~ F(Q),  say c(s) = F(sl, tl). Then t ~ F(s l ,  t), 0 <<. t <<. tl is 
the unique minimizing geodesic from P0 to c(s). Therefore by construction 
F(Sl, t) = [z(g, t) for 0 ~< t ~< min{f(sl) ,  f(g)}. (23) 
By IX >'olt~l,~l resp. Yolt~.~j] is injective, because Is1 - gl < 8. Therefore yO(Sl) = y0(s), since, 
otherwise, the geodesic F(sl,  .) would be a minimizing connection of these points different from 
Y0. We conclude Sl = .~ and equation (23) is the claim of the lemma. 
It remains to show that the global ruled surface F • Q := {(s, t) I 0 < s < 10, 0 < t < 
f (s)} ~ M is embedded. Suppose F is not injective, e.g., F(s, t) = F(s', t), where s :~ s' 
and t ~ (0, f (s ) ) .  Again we conclude F(s, r) = F(s', r) for 0 ~ r ~< rain{f (s), f (s ' )}.  
: Q --+ M(k),  the corresponding map into the model space, is an embedding. Let ~r  be a 
minimizing geodesic from ff'(s, r) to F(s' ,  r). Then F o ff- i  o o -r is a nonconstant geodesic 
from F(s, t )  to F(s', r), because the ruled surface is totally geodesic and F o ~-1 is a local 
isometry. We obtain arbitrary short nonconstant and noninjective geodesics near P0, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore F is an embedding and the proof of Theorem 2.6 is complete. 
Remarks 5.10. (a) If (E 1 = 0~1, we can construct he surface starting with ]/1. But in this case it 
possibly does not contain )/2. 
(b) In general, the ruled surface must be constructed starting with an inner geodesic. 
(c) An example in Section 5.3 shows that the geodesic Y0 does not have to be injective. Hence 
only the interior of the ruled surface is embedded. 
(d) The argument above shows that F is injective (for t > 0), if Yo is injective. 
5.3. Examples in the lens space L(4, 1) 
The lens space L(4, 1) is defined as $3/Z4, where Z 4 = {i k I k ~ Z} operates isometrically 
on S 3 C C 2 by (i k, (Zl, z2)) t--+ (ikzl, ikz2). 
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Let N denote the north pole (1,0, 0, 0) ~ S 3 and [N] ~ L(4, 1) its projection. The distance 
to the cut locus, s • T[1]L(4, 1) ~ 1~, is given by 
S(tl) = S(0, 1)2, 1)3, 1)4) = arccot(Ival). (24) 
We write c~(t) := exp(t1)) for 1) ~ T[~vlL(4, 1). For the first example we set Po := [N]. 
exp(C[N] A {v4 = 0}) consists of the projection of two great circles, that intersect orthog- 
onally in (0, 0, 1, 0), cf. Figure 4. For any ot ~ (0, n'/2) let vl := (0, sinu, cosa, 0), 
1)2 := (0 , -s inot ,  cos~,0)  ~ TpoL(4, 1). Then sl := s(1)1) = s(v2) ~ (zr/4, zr/2). We set 
Yi := (co, I[o,.,.~1)- for i = 1, 2 and v := (0, -- sinot, 0, - cost~), co is a closed geodesic of pe- 
riod rr with co(sl) = Fl(0) = Pl and Cv(rr - sl) = ]/2(0) = P2. The triangle (~'0, Y'l, Y2), 
where yo(t) = Cv(Sl + t), 0 ~< t ~< n" - 2Sl, satisfies inequality (U) and the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.6. Since Fol(o,to) does not meet the cut locus of Po, the ruled surface is unique. But 
:= (cv I[o.s~l)- is another minimizing eodesic from Pl to Po and ~ := col[,r-~j.,r] is one from 
P2 tO P0. The triangle (Yo, ~ ,  ~)  satisfies equation (5), but we have the strict inequality in the 
angle comparison for both angles. Hence equation (3) does not follow from equation (5). Neither 
Yi nor ~ is contained in the ruled surface. 
Po 
, :___ ~ \ 
C(Po ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
"" /~ To "" 
V2 
V 3 
Po 
Figure 4. 
For a second example we set Pl :----- [N] and Po := [(0, 0, 1, 0)]. According to formula (24) 
Vl := C(o,o,l,o)l[o, Tr/2] is a minimizing geodesic from Pl to Po. Fo := C(o.l,o,o) is a closed 
geodesic of period zr/2. For the distance to the cut locus of Po we obtain, similar to formula (24), 
1 If lo < ~r, the triangle (Vo, Yl, Y2), where s(vl, v2, 0, v4) = arccot(Iv41). Thus distpo o Yo =-- 5n'. 
]/2 is a minimizing eodesic from P2 = yo(lo) to Po, satisfies inequality (U) and the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.6. But Yo is not injective, provided lo >/zr/2, cf. Figure 5. 
180 M. Kiirzel 
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Figure 5. 
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